
How do you maintain complete control over the files you send? 
The answer is the same as it’s always been.
It’s also something you’ve never seen before.
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They say privacy is a thing of the past.
We say it’s the future.

Envilope is a virtual envelope in which you can lock emails, digital files, or secure messages 
containing text, images, audio, video - anything that can be sent online. 
 
Unprecedented privacy and control over the content, including who views it, when and where.

Only the intended recipient can open an Envilope, and only after accepting the sender’s terms and 
conditions.

If you ever suspect a breach, you can entirely vaporize your content at will, regardless of how 
many times it has been shared or forwarded.

You have the ability to fully restore vaporized content should you see fit.

The sender of an Envilope is in total control of their information from end-to-end.

Envilope is a fully working Government Approved product.

White Paper Highlights

Upon delivery, receipt, opening, viewing, and interaction with the content within a Virtual Envilope, an 
unalterable evidence trail is recorded onto the Ethereum blockchain. 
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Any form of digital content -- music, movies, business proposals, document bundles and multimedia 
elements can be sent via Envilope. 

What goes in an Envilope? Everything.

B2B - finance, insurance, legal, government, telecom, healthcare, marketing, entertainment

B2C - potentially 100+ million audience in telecom, entertainment

Envilope will be enhancing their existing, market-ready product by leveraging blockchain technology. 
Envilope will create its own token (LOCK) that will be accepted in exchange for Envilope’s services. Funds 
will be raised via a token sale. Funds raised will go towards programming the blockchain integrations, 
additional developments and business expansion.
 
 
To learn more or read our full white paper, visit tokensale.envilope.com
 

Envilope Meets or Exceeds Privacy and Security Standards

U.K. Government-Approved Crown Supplier with military-grade encryption in transit and at 
rest, continually tracking, controlling and securing every user’s content.

G-cloud approved

GDPR-compliant storage

HIPAA-compliant
 
The Envilope Token Sale: The LOCK and Key of the Future

Where we’re going, there’s no competition.
Envilope can be compared to four major industry sectors: secure messaging, secure email, digital signature, 
and data rooms. The plan is to consolidate these sectors into one new product with added features.

Potential Global Market


